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Abstract: Textual data streams have been extensively used in practical applica-
tions where consumers of online products have expressed their views regarding
online products. Due to changes in data distribution, commonly referred
to as concept drift, mining this data stream is a challenging problem for
researchers. The majority of the existing drift detection techniques are based
on classification errors, which have higher probabilities of false-positive or
missed detections. To improve classification accuracy, there is a need to
develop more intuitive detection techniques that can identify a great number
of drifts in the data streams. This paper presents an adaptive unsupervised
learning technique, an ensemble classifier based on drift detection for opinion
mining and sentiment classification. To improve classification performance,
this approach uses four different dissimilarity measures to determine the
degree of concept drifts in the data stream. Whenever a drift is detected, the
proposed method builds and adds a new classifier to the ensemble. To add a
new classifier, the total number of classifiers in the ensemble is first checked
if the limit is exceeded before the classifier with the least weight is removed
from the ensemble. To this end, a weighting mechanism is used to calculate the
weight of each classifier, which decides the contribution of each classifier in the
final classification results. Several experiments were conducted on real-world
datasets and the results were evaluated on the false positive rate, miss detection
rate, and accuracy measures. The proposed method is also compared with
the state-of-the-art methods, which include DDM, EDDM, and PageHinkley
with support vector machine (SVM) and Naïve Bayes classifiers that are
frequently used in concept drift detection studies. In all cases, the results show
the efficiency of our proposed method.
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1 Introduction

Data streams are sequences of samples that were ordered and created continuously in real-time [1].
The example of data streams include recommender systems, financial time series, network traffic data,
and other sensor data. In addition, one of the most popular stream models is the classification model
for data streams, which identifies and classifies a set of categories to which an observation belongs [2].
Unlike traditional stationary settings, stream data differ significantly due to issues like an increase in
data volume, read-only access, imbalanced scenarios, and concept drift issues [3].

In machine learning and data mining, the concept drift problem occurs when the relationships
between input and output data change over time [4]. This problem has become an attractive research
topic that concerns multidisciplinary domains such as data mining, machine learning, statistic decision
theory, and ubiquitous knowledge discovery among others [5]. In these domains, authors have referred
to concept drift issues by a variety of names, which include idea drift, dataset shift, covariate shift, and
non-stationarity, among others [4]. Therefore, this paper employs the term concept drift to refer to
shifts in user’s opinion toward the online products in this paper. In general, concept drift can occur
in different patterns such as abrupt drift, gradual drift, incremental, and recurring drifts based on the
rate of changes [6].

In recent times, sentiment analysis has been one of the research areas that grows exponentially as
a result of the increased availability of online user-generated reviews. Due to the unpredictability of
review content and evolving user perception of items, concept drift concerns have become increasingly
difficult in text stream analysis, particularly review-based sentiment categorization [7,8]. Users occa-
sionally give their thoughts on a certain item based on its qualities which often change over time. For
example, a person may have a favorable view of a phone gadget, but if a significant function changes
(is added or removed), certain terms related to the new function might suddenly appear or disappear
in the user’s review, indicating a different view. The underlying data distribution changes as a result of
these dynamic environment changes, resulting in poor classifier performance [9,10].

There are several categories of methods that were introduced to address the concept drift issues
which are window-based approaches, weight-based approaches, and ensemble-based approaches [6].
Although the ensemble classifier is one of the most effective and widely used classification approaches,
dealing with large and dynamic input streams requires a more complex approach. Furthermore, the
ensemble strategy combines many basic methods, utilizing the benefits of their combined perfor-
mances, to improve prediction ability beyond what any of the individual methods can achieve [11,12].
Recently, a number of studies have encouraged the ensemble method, with notable success [11–13]. In
light of their effectiveness, the selected ensemble paradigms have been adapted for data stream mining
[14–16]. In spite of that, the majority of these methods are limited to base classifiers to enhance the
predictive performance of data streams, ignoring the concept of drift detection [17,18], which enable
us to further explore and focus more on this aspect.

Instead of using a static ensemble of classifiers, this paper proposes a novel ensemble classifier that
combines drift detectors to simultaneously determine and detect concept drifts while classifying user
sentiments to improve accuracy. Therefore, this paper is expected to contribute based on the following
aspects:
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• A concept drift detection technique is used to provide timely responses toward detecting the
concept drift of user sentiments. In addition, a two-window technique is used to detect concept
drift.

• Different dissimilarity measures are investigated to address concept drift problems based on
their performance in measuring the distribution between two consecutive windows, which
are known as the reference window and current window. In addition, a novel framework for
adaptive ensemble classification is developed, considering the application of concept drift to
increase the ensemble classifier’s predictive performance.

• Several experiments on real-world datasets were carried out, and the findings show that the
suggested method outperforms the benchmark models in terms of accuracy.

The following are the remaining sections of the paper: Section 2 describes a literature review of
existing studies. Next, Section 3 elaborates on the proposed method. Then, Section 4 evaluates the
proposed model’s performance through experiments. Finally, Section 5 discusses the conclusion of the
paper.

2 Related Works

The main focus of this section is to review the relevant studies regarding sentiment analysis and
concept drift detection approaches. Correspondingly, this paper aims to investigate how to employ
textual data features for the detection of concept drift of user opinions, which are prominent in real-
world online applications and becomes a major challenge to classification accuracy [19,20]. Concept
drift detection approaches are typically used in conjunction with a base classifier, such as the NB and
LibSVM (SVM) models to increase classification accuracy [20–23]. Stream classification models, in
general, are designed to train classifiers on both historical and current instances in the stream in order
to predict the label sets of incoming instances [7].

However, data instances arrived at a higher rate, and therefore require the classifiers to process
them with stringent time and memory constraints [13]. Hence, assemble models for streaming contexts
are being developed to increase classification accuracy to address these issues [24–26]. Existing
ensemble techniques generally improve the problem of prediction accuracy by training individual
classifiers based on different sets of data examples and combining them to predict incoming instances
using predefined weighting algorithms [24,27]. Yet, such strategies were ineffective in dealing with
concept drift.

Generally, two categories of concept drift detection are discussed: evolving-based and trigger-
based learners [4]. With a dynamic learning approach, learners are periodically updated regardless
of whether or not a change has taken place indicating that, evolving learners are unable to identify
changes explicitly and, have limited control over how the new model should be reconstructed. In
this category, there are two approaches: instance selection and instance weighting. Instance selection
deals with the selection of instances that are most relevant to the current concept. The most frequent
variation of the instance selection method is the time window approach, which moves a variable or
constant-size window across newly arrived instances [10]. In contrast, instance weighting determines
the weighting of instances using decay functions proportional to the instances’ age and relevance to
the existing concept [10].

The trigger-based learners are the second most common type of adaption approach. The trigger-
based technique deals simultaneously with detection models that create signals suggesting the need to
modify the current model. There are two categories of trigger-based models; the first group generates
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signals based on information related to the classifier’s performance, whereas the second group uses
dissimilarity measures to monitor changes in data distributions. For instance, Gama et al. [6] provide
the models to detect concept drift by leveraging error rate-based stream data from the classifier as a
change indicator. When the error rate exceeds the threshold, an indicator of concept drift is generated,
indicating that the model needs to be updated. Similarly, Margaris et al. [28] utilized the interval rate
between accurate and inaccurate predictions to detect concept shifts. This interval is sensitive to change
detections, allowing the method to operate effectively with many types of drift, particularly slow
change types as opposed to rapid change types. In addition, Liu et al. [29] investigated the differences
in accuracy between recent occurrences and overall data to detect concept drift. However, if the sliding
window is too small, this strategy generates higher false alarms, and if the sliding window is too huge,
it will not function correctly in the presence of gradual drifts.

Another detection method uses batch mode to observe two different distributions. This method
employs a fixed reference window to summarize historical data and a sliding detection window
to cover the recent samples. Therefore, the null hypothesis H0, which suggests the distributions
are identical, whereas the alternative hypothesis H1, which implies the occurrences of a change, is
used to compare distributions throughout these two time periods using dissimilarity measures and
statistical tests [30]. The following are the most commonly used measures: Hellinger distance (HD),
Kullback–Leibler divergence (KD), Total variation distance (TVD), and the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
statistic (KS distance) [30]. Unlike the aforementioned methods, this method detects concept drift
independent of the classification error rate. Thus, our method makes use of these methodologies and
an ensemble classifier, which is designed to simultaneously detect multiple forms of drifts. To sum
up, our method differs significantly from previous single-classifier drift detection-based methods and
ensemble classifiers without drift detection methods.

3 Proposed Drift Detection Method Based on Adaptive Windowing (DDAW)

This paper explores the proposed DDAW approach for concept drift detection. It is an unsuper-
vised concept drift detection algorithm that sets a trigger as an indicator of concept drift. DDAW is
built primarily to handle concept drift in user opinion and sentiment analysis based on textual reviews.
It tries to improve the ensemble model’s ability to deal with concept drift and maximize the model’s
precision. Fig. 1 expands on the principal components of drift detection methods.

3.1 Feature Extraction

The initial step of the DDAW algorithm, as represented in Fig. 1, is to extract the textual features
from the text input using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. Specifically, our approach
starts by cleaning and preparing the text data by stripping it of all unwanted wanted characters such
as HTML markup characters, stop words, punctuation marks, and other non-letter characters. This
is accomplished using a regular expression (reex) library in python. After successfully preparing the
review datasets, the next step is to tokenize the text documents into individual elements using the
cleaned documents at their whitespace characters. For example, consider a review comment: “This
movie is fantastic! I really like it”. By applying the cleaning and tokenization processes, the above
sentence is represented as [‘movie’, ‘fantastic’, ‘really’, ‘like’]. Then, the resulting document is applied
to a Stanford POS Tagger, which reads each token and assigns part of a speech tag to each word,
such as noun, verb, adjective, etc. [31]. In this paper, the first three tags are considered (noun, verb,
and adjective), which are the most commonly used while reviewing sentiments of a sentence as they
carry the most valuable information regarding reviewed items. Based on the above sentence, the POS
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tag is applied based on the noun, verb, and adjective tags as follows; [NN-‘movie’, JJ-‘fantastic’, JJ-
‘really’, VB-‘like’]. Next, this paper uses a tf-idf to represent each term and form vectors. Generally,
the vocabulary of the corpus is first built based on the pre-processed document and then generate the
word count vector from each review based on the frequency of words present in the vocabulary. Based
on the vocabulary generated, the word count vector is generated from each review sentence based on
the frequency of words present in the vocabulary. Then, tf-idf is calculated as the product of the term
frequency and the inverse document frequency using Eq. (1).

tf − idf (t, d) = tf (t, d) × idf (t, d) (1)

Here tf − idf (t, d) is the term frequency, and idf (t, d) is the inverse document frequency and
can be calculated as in Eq. (2):

idf (t, d) = log
nd

1 + df (d, t)
(2)

The resulting tf −idf (t, d) features are then used to classify the review data as positive or negative
sentiments using the proposed ensemble model.

Figure 1: The structure of the proposed ensemble learning models

3.2 Training Phase

The main objective is to train classifiers to predict the sentiment of each review in the stream. In
this phase, the data stream was first generated using the extracted document term matrices obtained
from Section 4.1 above by segmenting the data into a window with a fixed number of instances taken
from equal time intervals. The first window is used as the training window, since it is used in the training
process of the classifiers, and formulated in the learning process. As shown in Fig. 1, a number of
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component classifiers are built based on different segments of the input stream, and a pool of classifiers
(each classifier representing one of the current concepts) is maintained to predict the class of incoming
instances using a weighted average ensemble approach.

A drift detection module was utilized to follow changes in the data stream by monitoring the
differences between two consecutive windows, one represents older instances while the other one
reflects the recent occurrences. A new classifier is trained after an occurrence of a change, and a new
concept is discovered and included in the pool. Meanwhile, the archived historical concepts are being
assessed for potential reuse.

As new streams of data arrived and more concept drifts were identified, a new classifier was
constructed using window W2, weighted, and added to the ensemble. Prior to adding a new classifier,
it was assumed that new concepts were recovered. Therefore, the total number of classifiers in the
ensemble is tracked to determine if it has exceeded the specified maximum limit K , and if it has, the
classifier of the lowest weight is excluded from the ensemble.

3.3 Drift Detection-Based on Adaptive Window Model

As previously mentioned, most of the concept drift detection techniques employ classifiers or
learning models. In addition, the majority of change detection techniques prioritize change detections
based on classifiers’ error rates but ignore changes in data distribution [21,32,33]. Contrary to other
data streams, detecting the concept drifts in text streams is more challenging for several reasons.
Firstly, a concept drift is mostly detected depending on the classifiers’ performances. However, the
text stream is characterized by sparsity and high dimensionality, which can cause the deviation of
classification error rates to be high, and consequently makes the drift detection based on the error rates
to be less accurate. Besides, concept drifts take different forms and not all changes can be directly and
appropriately reflected in the error rates [20]. In addition, the changes in error rates may take gradual
processes and the false predicted instances must be accumulated enough before a concept drift can be
detected. To overcome these problems, this paper proposed a novel concept drift detection method by
employing a two-window strategy to compare the data distribution across two consecutive windows
that are considered the most prevalent method based on the literature review [34,35].

Where W1 and W2 stand for reference and current windows, respectively. As depicted in Fig. 2,
the size of both windows is n. In most cases, the null hypothesis H0 is selected against the alternative
hypothesis H1 in the problem of change detection in data streams, shown as follows:{

H0 d (W1, W2) ≤ ε

H1 d (W1, W2) > ε
(3)

where d (W1, W2) denotes a distance function that measures the dissimilarity of two-time windows
and the parameter ε resents a distance-based threshold to determine if a change has occurred. If the
measure of dissimilarity between two windows exceeds a certain threshold, then a change has occurred.

Four distance measures namely Hellinger distance (HD), Kullback–Leibler divergence: (KD),
Total variation distance (TVD), and the Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic, are investigated by comparing
the current window with the reference window according to their effectiveness toward drift detection
[30]. Each of these is described in detail as follows:
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Figure 2: Two-window change detection model

3.3.1 Hellinger Distance

This metric was introduced by Ernst Hellinger in 1909, to measure the dissimilarity between two
distributions. Let and be two discrete distributions. Hellinger distance between W1 and W2 is defined
as:

d (W1, W2) = 1√
2

√∑k

i=1

(√
W1i − W2i

)2

(4)

Unlike other measures, the Hellinger distance satisfied a triangle inequality. The inclusion of
√

2
in the definition of Hellinger distance is to confirm that the distance value is always between 0 and 1.

3.3.2 Kullback–Leibler Divergence

Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence is known as an information-based measure of disparity among
probability distributions [36]. If the data samples are continuous over the set, then, KL divergence
between probability distributions is denoted by:

d (W1, W2) = −
∫

log2

(
W1 (p)

W2 (p)
dP

)
(5)

For discrete distributions:

d (W1, W2) =
∑

i
W1ilog

(
W1i

W2i

)
(6)

where d (W1, W2) is the similarity measure between W1 and W2, and could either be continuous or
discrete as the case may be.

3.3.3 Total Variation Distance

Total variation distance (TVD) is known as data distribution dissimilarity measure [30]. TVD is
commonly referred to as “the statistical distance,” which is mathematically is defined as follows:

d (W1, W2) = 1
2

∑
i
|W1i − W2i| (7)

where d (W1, W2) is the similarity measure between W1 and W2, respectively.

3.3.4 Kolmogorov–Smirnov Statistic

The Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic (KS distance) measures the distance between two probability
distributions on a single real variable [37]. It can be used to calculate the distance between two samples
or between a sample and a distribution defined as:
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Dn, n′ = Sup︸︷︷︸
p

∣∣F1,n (p) − F2,n′ (p)
∣∣ (8)

where Dn, n′ is the similarity between W1 and W2, F1,n (p) and F2,n′ (p) are the empirical cumulative
distribution function (ECDF) for observations W1 and W2.

The procedure for the proposed drift detection-based adaptive windowing for sentiment classifi-
cation approach can be given in Algorithm 1 as follows:

Algorithm 1: DDAW algorithm for the sentiment classification
Input:

S: stream data;
ε: the threshold;
K: the size of the ensemble classifier

Output:
Drift: the number of concept drifts;
Ensemble: the ensemble of classifiers;

1 Begin
2 Ensemble ← ∅

3 Drift ← ∅

4 Read a window Wi from stream S and train classifier Ci with Wi;
5 While S is not at the end do
6 read the next chunk to Wi;
7 train the base classifier Ci from Wi;
8 calculate the drift rate of Wi−1 and Wi;
9 if d (Wi−1, Wi) > ε then
10 create a new classifier Ci;
11 update the weight of all classifiers in the ensemble;
12 if |Ensemble| < K, then Ensemble ← Ensemble ∪ Ci;
13 else prune the worst classifier;
14 else if the concept is recurring
15 reuse the classifier in Ensemble;
16 end if
17 end if
18 end if
19 end
20 end

Our technique is based on the proposed Algorithm 1 and consists primarily of two steps: concept
drift detection and classifier training. Similar to [24], our method initially detects concept drifts when
a new instance W2 is received, then trains a new classifier C2 for W2 once a change is detected. To add
new classifier, the total number of classifiers in the ensemble is checked if the limit is exceeded, before
the classifier with the least weight is removed from the ensemble. For each member of the classifier,
the weights can be calculated based on their mean square error (MSE) estimates on the new data di

and reference data dr as shown in Eq. (9) [24].
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Weighti = 1
MSEr + MSEi + α

(9)

where Weighti is the weight of the classifier Ci, and α is added to avoid division by zero. However, when
the concept remains unchanged, the old classifier is reapplied. In contrast to conventional models that
begin by training the classifiers, obtaining the error rate, and then detecting drifts, this approach begins
by detecting the drifts. Although the training of classifiers follows similar methods, the method for
detecting drifts is distinct. Using the similarity measurements, Algorithm 1 will be repeated four times
for various dissimilarity measures in our proposed DDAW technique, which will used each time to
establish the optimal way of quantifying the drift magnitude.

4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, the analysis of the experimental results and discussions is presented based on three
perspectives: Investigation into the Performance of Concept Drift Detection Methods, Investigation
into the Classification Results with Various Drift Detection Methods, and Model Sensitivity to
Ensemble Size. However, the explanation about datasets, evaluation metrics, and parameter settings is
first provided before the experimental results and discussions section.

4.1 Dataset

The proposed algorithm is applied to the streaming text data in two real-world datasets comprises
of the Amazon shopping dataset obtained from [38] and the 20-Newsgroup dataset crawled by [20].
At first, the pre-processing on each of the datasets is performed. There are 6,400 instances of Amazon
shopping data representing four different product categories: books, electronics, DVDs, and kitchen.
Each product has 1,600 occurrences. To create a stream, 200 instances were selected at random
from a subcategory (such as books) and read them many times. Concept drift is triggered from
adjacent chunks from different sub-categories, whereas there is no concept drift for chunks from a
similar sub-category. Amazon provides a text stream with three concept drifts by randomly selecting
data from several categories. In addition, 20-Newsgroups is a news dataset with 10,000 occurrences
and 16 subcategories. To create concept drifts, 200 instances were randomly chosen from multiple
subcategories. This text stream is composed of 45 chunks and 33 drifts.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics and Baselines

This paper analyze the performance of our proposed method using three evaluation metrics:
false alarm (FA), missing rate (MR), and error rate (ER). All of these measurements will be
utilized to explore the effect of incorporating distance measures into DDAW detection algorithms. In
addition, the proposed method isimplemented using the MATLAB R2020a platform and Gephi graph
visualization program to illustrate the DDAW graphical findings. The experiments are conducted using
Windows Vista machines as well as Intel Xeon CPUs (E5420 @ 2.5 GHz) and 12 GB of RAM. NB
and SVM are used as our main classifiers in our experimental setup.

To pre-process the review text, a Stanford CoreNLP [39] is adopted to conduct word segmentation,
POS tagging, and stemming. For example, consider a review comment: “This movie is fantastic! I really
like it”. By applying the cleaning and segmentation processes, the above sentence is represented as
[‘movie’, ‘fantastic’, ‘really’, ‘like’]. Then the resulting document is applied to a POS tagger, which reads
each of the tokens and assigns parts of a speech tag to each word, such as noun, verb, adjective, etc. [39].
Since not every word in a sentence contains the user sentiment, therefore, POS tagger helps to filter
out such words. After that, the stop words are removed based on the list gathered, and the words that
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appear less than five times are also removed to further speed up the optimization process. Afterward,
the Term Frequency-Inverse Document (TF-IDF) is used to summarize the ensuing review data.

Furthermore, to show the performance of our proposed algorithm, four versions of our algorithm
were created based on distance methods. Therefore, these versions were compared in terms of three
evaluation metrics.

DDAW-HD: This method refers to the DDAW algorithm based on Hellinger distance (DDAW-
HD), which uses Hellinger distance to quantify the magnitude of drift or shift. Especially in unsuper-
vised learning, distance measurements between distributions are required when covariate drift or shift
occurs.

DDAW-KL: This method refers to the DDAW algorithm based on Kullback–Leibler divergence
(DDAW-KL), which employs Kullback–Leibler divergence to calculate the magnitude of drift or shift
between two distributions.

DDAW-TVD: This method refers to the DDAW algorithm based on Total variation distance
(DDAW-TVD), to calculate the magnitude of drift or shift between two distributions.

DDAW-KSD: This method refers to the DDAW algorithm based on Kolmogorov–Smirnov
distance statistic (DDAW-KSD), which employs Levenshtein edit distance to calculate the magnitude
of drift between distributions.

Particularly, we chose three state-of-the-art models as the benchmarks for drift detections in data
streams. These include Drift Detection Method (DDM), Early Drift Detection Method (EDDM) [40],
and PageHinkley [41], which are the frequently used methods for concept drift detections, and served
as baseline methods for a number of studies in this field.

4.3 Parameter Settings

This paper explain the significance of the parameters in our experiments and optimize the
parameters of our suggested algorithm for optimal performance. These include the ensemble size,
the window size, and the threshold for drift detection. The first input of the proposed model is a data
stream of textual reviews that have been pre-processed using natural language processing techniques,
and a document term matrix has been constructed. Here, the stream S is configured to contain 6,400
instances with four product kinds for the Amazon dataset and 10,000 instances with 16 subcategories
for the 20-Newsgroups dataset. In the DDAW algorithm, different sizes of ensemble classifiers were
considered. To begin with, the ensemble size k was changed from 5 to 20 (k = 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 18, 20) to
determine how it can affect the performance of the algorithms. Then, the value of k = 10 is picked as the
accuracy of DDAW grows as the ensemble’s number of classifiers increases, but becomes independent
of ensemble size after k = 10. The window size has a minor impact on the performance of our proposed
algorithm. Thus, the window size is set to 200 data chunk size for comparison purposes. This paper
uses a distance-based criterion to determine whether or not a change has occurred by comparing the
average of two windows.

4.4 Experimental Results and Discussion

This section present the findings based on our proposed DDAW algorithm by employing four
different distance measures and then compare our results with the baseline approaches using the two
real-world datasets namely, Amazon shopping [38] and 20-Newsgroup [20].
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4.4.1 Investigation into the Performance of Concept Drift Detection Methods

Table 1 summarizes the experimental findings for three baseline methods and our proposed
method that employs four distinct dissimilarity measures, for a total of ten (10) different approaches
in terms of false alarm (FA) and missing rate (MR). Then, Figs. 3 and 4 exhibit the performance of
drift detection methods on the Amazon shopping and 20-Newsgroup datasets for more clarity. The
DDAW-HD model is superior to the other DDAW versions and the three based lines on both datasets,
as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Analysis of drift detection performance based on false alarm and miss rate

Metric DDM EDDM Pagehinkely DDAW-HD DDAW-KL DDAW-TD DDAW-KD

NB SVM NB SVM NB SVM

Amazon shopping

False-alarm 4 5 5 4 6 5 1 3 3 2
Missing-rate 4 4 3 3 4 4 1 2 1 1

20-Newsgroups

False-alarm 9 10 8 9 8 7 3 4 5 4
Missing-rate 11 12 11 11 10 13 2 6 7 6

Figure 3: Comparison of drift detection methods with DDAW versions based on the false alarm on
Amazon and 20-Newsgroup datasets

Figure 4: Comparison of drift detection methods with DDAW versions based on miss rate on Amazon
and 20-Newsgroup datasets
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Our strategy is more favorable for 20-Newsgroup, where concept drifts are more prevalent than for
Amazon, where concept drifts are rare. On 20-Newsgroups data, the missing number in DDAW-HD
is lower than in the others (including all baselines and other versions of the DDAW method), which
had a missing number of 2 and a false alarm rate of 3. This is due to the dependency of baselines on
classifier error rates, which results in learners missing several concept drifts since they are unable to
respond to the error rate in a timely and accurate manner. Besides, a drift cannot be identified until a
large enough number of misclassified instances have been accumulated. However, if the occurrences of
concept drifts are high, the number of misclassified examples will reduce, hence increasing the number
of missed drifts. Besides, if concept drifts are uncommon, for example in Amazon data, DDAW-HD
performance would be as comparable to the baselines.

On the other hand, it should be noted that the false alarm rates of DDAW models are a
little higher on the 20-Newsgroup dataset than on the Amazon dataset. In 20-Newsgroup, the false
alarm rates occur because some newsgroups categories are closely related, or even overlap, such as
the five computer newsgroups (comp.graphics, comp.os.ms-windows.misc, comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware,
comp.sys.mac.hardware and comp.windows). Moreover, some categories can be ambiguous and easily
misclassified such as comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware and misc.forsale. The instances of comp.sys.ibm.pc.
hardware category comprises of news reports about different topics related to IBM PC hardware.
While the misc.forsale category focused on news articles and advertisements concerning the sales of
different items. For this dataset, it was observed that most of the instances under misc.forsale category
that focused on the topics related to the personal computer (PC) sales and computer configurations
were misclassified as comp.sys.ibm.pchardware. This implies that the unclear topics in the dataset may
be the main reason for the high false alarm rates of the DDAW model.

4.4.2 Investigation into the Classification Results with Various Drift Detection Methods

As demonstrated in Table 2, the average error rate relates to the average of all data chunks as well
as the standard deviation for those error rates. In terms of average accuracy, our DDAW-HD method
surpasses previous methods on both the 20-Newsgroups and Amazon shopping datasets.

Table 2: Effect of classifiers on the drift detection approaches based on error-rate

Classifier DDM EDDM Page-
hinkley

DDAW-HD DDAW-KL DDAW-
TVD

DDAW-
KSD

Amazon shopping

NB 0.25 ± 0.25 0.28 ± 0.25 0.24 ± 0.25 0.15 ± 0.25 0.15 ± 0.25 0.15 ± 0.25 0.15 ± 0.25
SVM 0.29 ± 0.30 0.29 ± 0.30 0.30 ± 0.30 0.09 ± 0.30 0.09 ± 0.30 0.09 ± 0.30 0.09 ± 0.30

20-Newsgroups

NB 0.43 ± 0.21 0.44 ± 0.24 0.69 ± 0.13 0.36 ± 0.20 0.15 ± 0.25 0.15 ± 0.25 0.15 ± 0.25
SVM 0.46 ± 0.39 0.46 ± 0.39 0.75 ± 0.22 0.39 ± 0.41 0.09 ± 0.30 0.09 ± 0.30 0.09 ± 0.30

Based on Table 2, the DDAW-HD approach minimizes the error rate in 20-Newsgroups to 26.76%,
which significantly outperforms the alternatives. This is due to the fact that DDAW-HD has fewer
missed drifts and false alarms, resulting in a lower classification error. When DDAW-HD detects a
concept drift, rather than recreating the model on the most recent chunk, it will incrementally train
the classifier and make a prediction based on its incoming data, resulting in a very low classification
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error. On Amazon, where concept drift is uncommon, DDAW-HD performs similarly to baselines.
The DDAW-HD method outperforms the competing algorithms in every scenario.

Table 2 also includes the standard deviation for error rates, and it is clear that both our models
and baselines have considerable deviations. In an offline setting, the deviation is derived by combining
multiple running outcomes dedicated to the same dataset. By comparing several data chunks, the
deviation is computed using our data stream learning strategy. When concept drift occurs, the error rate
increases, leading all algorithms, including ours and baselines, to deviate significantly. The following
Fig. 5 is presented for better illustration.

Figure 5: Concept drift detection curves on the 20-Newsgroups dataset

Fig. 5 demonstrates the effectiveness of our DDAW model using 20-Newsgroups. This figure only
displays a portion of the stream data and a few examples of drift detection points. Moreover, given the
experimental outcomes of the DDM, EDDM, and PageHinkley baselines are comparable, the DDAW
versions in Fig. 5 are presented for better clarification.

As shown in Fig. 5, it is observed that DDAW-HD and DDAW-KSD can detect concept drift
accurately at the 5th chunk, but DDAW-KL and DDAW-TVD missed the detection. Similarly, DDAW-
HD and DDAW-KL can correctly detect concept drift at the 10th chunk, while DDAW-TVD and
DDAW-KSD couldn’t. Furthermore, only DDAW-HD can accurately detect the concept drift at points
12th and 18th. Except for DDAW-TVD, all methods can detect the drift at point 17. Meanwhile,
DDAW-HD has the lowest error rate across the board.

To examine the efficacy of our DDAW model on Amazon, which has a fewer number of data
chunks (eight windows) with fewer concept drifts, a part of the data stream is presented, as well as
drift detection points (5th, 10th, 12th) in Fig. 6. Similarly, it is observed that the performances of the
baselines DDM, EDDM, and PageHinkley are non-significant, therefore, only the DDAW versions
are shown in Fig. 5 for clarity.

As shown in Fig. 6, at point 4th chunk, DDAW-HD, DDAW-KSD, and DDAW-KL can success-
fully detect the concept drift, but DDAW-KSD misses it. At point 6th chunk, only DDAW-HD and
DDAW-KL can successfully detect the drift correctly, but DDAW-TVD and DDAW-KSD could not
detect the drift correctly. Further, at point 7th only DDAW-TVD could not detect the drift correctly.
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Figure 6: Concept drift detection curves on Amazon shopping dataset

The performance of the DDAW-HD method is shown better compared to the DDAW-KL,
DDAW-TVD, and DDAW-KSD in terms of concept drift detection. This is presented in Figs. 5 and 6.
Therefore, this proves the robustness of Hellinger distances as a concept drift measurement between
distributions for univariate or multivariate data. To sum it up, the experimental findings proved that
our DDAW-HD method is superior in detecting drifts sufficiently with a low missing rate, as well as
adapting to new data chunks more rapidly and with a lower error rate.

4.4.3 Model Sensitivity to Ensemble Size

The ensemble size is one of the important variables that have an impact on our model. Similar
to [24], the sensitivity of our proposed model towards this variable is evaluated by exploring the
impacts of different sizes of ensemble k which was varied (k = 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 18, 20) to see how
it affects the performance of our model. Figs. 7 and 8 show the experimental results on all the DDAW
variants, namely DDAW-HD, DDAW-KL, DDAW-TVD, and DDAW-KLS respectively while using
different sizes of the ensemble on Amazon and 20-Newsgroups datasets. Each curve demonstrates the
relationship between the size of the ensemble and the accuracy of classification. As can be observed
from Figs. 7 and 8, the accuracy of classification increases when the ensemble has more members of
classifiers. However, compared to all other variants, DDAW is not much affected by the size of the
ensemble. Thus, in our experiment, since there is no strong dependency upon the size of the ensemble
in terms of accuracy, k = 10 was selected as the default value for our proposed model.
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Figure 7: Results of the varying size of ensemble with DDAW variants on 20-Newsgroup dataset
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Figure 8: Results of the varying size of ensemble with DDAW variants on Amazon dataset

5 Conclusion

Concept drift detection methods provide various potentials to find possible drifts in the underlying
data distribution, based on whether the change is determined through monitoring the error rates of
classification models or by comparing data distributions using different similarity measures. However,
most of the existing methods depend on classification errors which surfer the low-performance
problems. To further improve the classification accuracy and the drift detection performance, a novel
ensemble classifier is proposed which combines a number of classifiers to simultaneously discover
and detect concept drifts while classifying user sentiments to improve accuracy. To achieve this, 1)
a drift detection method is developed to provide timely responses towards detecting concept drift of
user sentiments. In addition, a two-window technique is used to detect concept drift. 2) A number
of dissimilarity measures such as Kullback–Leibler divergence, Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic, Total
variation distance, and Hellinger distance which are independent of classifiers’ performances are
investigated to quantify concept drift between two consecutive windows, which are known as reference
window and current window. 3) a novel DDAW framework for adaptive ensemble classification is
developed, considering the application of concept drift to increase the ensemble classifier’s predictive
performance. Through a series of experiments, it is observed that our DDAW technique that uses
Hellinger distance (DDAW-HD) achieves better results compared to the other predictive models. This
translates to the benefits of Hellinger distance as a distance measure to quantify the degree of changes
between data distributions. This also confirms some of the previous findings suggesting the robustness
of the Hellinger distance against the other distance measures and further indicates the benefits of
distance measures in measuring the concept drifts compare to the error rates models. In addition, it is
believed that detecting and handling concept drift in user opinions and preferences has great potential
to improve sentiment classification performance. Future research will explore more of the larger-scaled
datasets and other heuristic drift detection methods with other classification models to improve the
performances of the concept drift detection and sentiment classification models.
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